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Abstract 
This paper focuses on a standard home including 3 members by using rough set Rosetta software to gain influence of 
row carbon factor, then use the information entropy method as a factor weights to conclude that formula model which 
is on the basis of formula for each family score. Eventually contrast it with standard level so that we can get the 
optimization results and feasibility of some suggestions. 
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1.  Introduction  
Low carbon means low (lower) of greenhouse gases (carbon) emission mainly. With the development of 
industrial economy, increasing population, infinite rise of human desire and production and lifestyles of 
incontinence, world climate face more and more serious problems, carbon dioxide emissions became 
bigger than ever, earth ozone layer are suffering from an unprecedented crisis. Global catastrophic 
climate’s changing has already serious harmed our environment which is our basic survival and human 
health and safety, even once what is we proud of high-speed growth or expansion of GDP also become 
"big discounts" because of the pollution. 
In this case, the British first put forward the concept of "low carbon", which get the global circles 
extensive approbate. For each of us people "low carbon life" is the ultimate goal. So what is "low carbon 
life" on earth? How is "low carbon" life? In the present level of science and technology, low carbon life 
doesn't mean thrifty, sometimes, low carbon behavior of cost is even higher. For a middle-income families 
(for example a family of three, the child is too young to school ,family income around 150 thousand yuan 
per year), and how to keep a certain living standards and the quality of life circumstance? On the condition 
of the above questions we try to achieve the best carbon emissions.  
This article will focus on above problems, and puts forward the optimal feasible scheme. 
2.  Analyze 
a) To solve the problem first we should know what is low carbon life? By using the United Nations 
given standards and the actual situation of china we can get this group's definition.  
b)  To question number 2:  on the basis of what is carbon life using one family as a unit to reseach how 
likely a unit will affect carbon emissions to get weight formula. Considering the index is complete, to 
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facilitate the computation analysis of influence factors graded research. Set the first-order index for 
family carbon emissions, Secondary indexes for residential factors, the transportation factors, lifestyle 
factors; Level 3 indicators including family members quantity, whether to use the heating in winter, take 
what kind of transportation tools, monthly consumption quantity, etc.  
c)  To solve the problem of number three: according to the question one and two researches come up 
with the optimal scheme which is not changed living quality and standard of living circumstances. 
3.  Definition of low carbon life 
According to now generally accepted definition for the public, low carbon life (low) refers to reduce the 
consumed energy during our daily life, thereby reducing carbon, especially carbon dioxide emissions. But 
the United Nations and our country have both not given precise definitions yet. If "low carbon economy" 
means a kind of responsible economy and represents the future economic develop trend. Then "low carbon 
life" is a kind of responsible life and the future trend of human life. In brief, "low carbon" is our target, also 
go into our whole process of life, meticulous to every aspect of our lives. But "low carbon life" absolutely 
not had a tough life even not developing, living standard backsliding. Based on this, the excellent-good 
combining topic and the collected data given low carbon life definition, low carbon life is to point to in 
living standards and quality unchanged, under the precondition of daily life work and rest used as far as 
possible to minimize power consumption, especially carbon dioxide emissions. 
The Internet has many calculation methods about the amount of carbon, the main are carbon footprint, 
carbon neutral method, different behavior by multiplying different coefficient can accurately draw of 
carbon emissions, for example, gasoline: 
how many there liters × transform coefficient 2.7 = ____KgCO2  
Electricity: there degrees × transform coefficient 0.785 = ____KgCO2  
Carnivorous: ____kg × transform coefficient 1.24 = ____KgCO2  
Aircraft mileage  
Short (less than 200km): ____km × transform coefficient 0.275 = ____KgCO2  
Midway (200-1000km): (____km - 200) × transform coefficient 0.105 + 55 = ____KgCO2  
Long distance (more than 1000km): ____km × transform coefficient 0.139 = ____KgCO2 
4. Set models 
4.1 Rough Set 
d) Knowledge representation system 
Say group ( , , , )S U A V f=  as a knowledge representation system. U as the object non-empty finite 
sets, called domain, a as attribute non-empty finite sets, A C D= ∪  , C D∩ =∅ . C called condition 
attribute set, D called the decision attribute set, V= 
a A
Va
∈
∪ , :f U A V× →  is attribute a domain, is an 
information function. It gives each object an attribute informational value. That is a A∀ ∈ , x U∀ ∈ , 
( , )f x a V∈ .  
e) Do not differentiate relationship and lower approximation, the upper approximation, edge 
boundaries, positive field, negative field 
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Set a U R is a knowledge base equivalence relation is a relationship system K = (U, R), including R U 
for domain on a group of equivalence relation. If P R⊆ , P ≠∅  then (P and all equivalence relation 
intersection) is also an equivalence relation, called P not distinguish relationship, notes for ind (P), 
obviously ( )[ ] [ ]ind P RR Px x∈= ∩ .  
U is a non-empty finite set, called domain, R for U a equivalence relation, says binary group (U) R, for 
a Pawlak approximate space. For any X U⊆ , X about approximate space (U) R, lower 
approximation ( )R X  and the upper approximation ( )R X respectively definition:  
( ) { |[ ] } { / | }RR X x U x X Y U R Y X= ∈ ⊆ =∪ ∈ ⊆  
( ) { |[ ] } { / | }RR X x U x X Y U R Y X= ∈ ∩ ≠∅ =∪ ∈ ∩ ≠∅  
Set (U, R) to a approximate space, to x U∈  says set ( ) ( ) ( )Rbn X R X R X= −  for X r. edge 
boundaries, the ( ) ( )RPOS X R X=  X for R positive field, positive field that is based on existing 
knowledge judgment must belong to the object of collection. For ( ) ( )Rneg X U R X= −  X r. negative 
domain. Negative domain that is based on existing knowledge judgment affirmation don't belong to the 
object of collection. 
4.2 Shannon entropy theory 
The information entropy represents the source overall statistical characteristic, is the overall average of 
uncertainty of measurement. For a particular source, its information entropy is only one.  To different 
source information entropy is different. Shannon information of mathematical expectation for the 
information entropy, namely for the average information sources.  
[ ]
1
( ) log ( ) ( ) log ( )
N
i i i
i
H X E P X P X P X
=
= − = −∑  
f) Out of knowledge dependence and importance 
Set R, Q are U on them which determine the equivalence relation of knowledge system respectively for 
U/R, U/Q, if any [ ] ( / )y U R∈  conclude to
_
([ ]) ([ ]) [ ]Q y Q y y
−
= =  , , says knowledge R depends 
entirely on knowledge Q.  
([ ])([ ]) ,[ ] /
( )
card yP y y U R
card U
= ∈  
Say in U R the subset of algebra probability distribution for:  
[ ] /
( | ) ([ ]) ln( ([ ]))
y U R
H R Q P y P y
∈
= − ∑  
[ ] /
( | ) ([ ]) ln( ([ ]))
y U R
H R Q P y P y
∈
= − ∑  
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Make: Say ( | )H R Q  for knowledge R relative to knowledge Q of the condition entropy, 
and
([ ] [ ])([ ] | [ ])
([ ])
card y xP y x
card x
∩= .   
 
If  ( 1,2, , )iP i s= "  is U of gens equivalence relation on u, they arbitrary intersection iP∩  is the 
equivalence relation U. Make 0
0
01 1
, ( 1, 2 , )
s s
i j ii i
i j
Q P Q P j s
= =
≠
= ∩ = ∩ = "  . Make: 
0 0
( , , ) ( | ) ( | )j jSIG P Q R H R Q H R Q= −   
  
0
( , , )jSIG P Q R  reflects the importance of 0jP  the equivalence relation ,the bigger is its value , the 
more importance o
0j
P f the higher level, and vice is lower. 
4.3 Variable Precision Rough Set 
g) This variable precision rough set of basic concepts 
 
In the actual data mining and analysis of data is often contain noise, in order to strengthen standard 
rough set model of anti-disturbance capacity, Ziarko expand standard rough model in variable precision 
rough set model (VPRS). Variable precision rough set model by allowing certain classification errors can 
better handle the incomplete and noisy information.  
h) β - rough approximation 
 
According to the variable precision rough set theory we can get the definition. 
Definition1: if knowledge expression system ( , , , )S U A V F= , A C D= ∪ ， X U⊆ ，
P C⊆ given threshold 0.5 1β< ≤  
 
| ( ) |( ) { | }
| ( ) |P
ind x XR X x U
ind x
β β
−
∩= ∪ ∈ ≥  
| ( ) |{ | 1 }
| ( ) |
P
ind x XR x U
ind x
β
β− ∩= ∪ ∈ > −  
Are respectively called X - lower approximation and X - the upper approximation.  
 
Definition 2: X β - negative domain and β - edge boundaries respectively  
| ( ) |( ) { :1 }
| ( ) |P
ind x Xbn X x U
ind x
β β β∩= ∪ ∈ − < <
| ( ) |( ) { : 1 }
| ( ) |P
ind x Xneg X x U
ind x
β β∩= ∪ ∈ ≤ −  
Define 3:variable precision rough set for classified quality 
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| ( )| { : } |
| ( ) |( , )
| |
X ind xx U
ind xP D
U
β
β
γ
∩∪ ∈ ≥
=  
4.4 Model overview 
i) Modeling steps 
According to type (2) and (3), (4) with the Shannon entropy calculated in each secondary indexes and 
model three-level index proportion, respectively { }( 1, 2,3)iCU i = , notes for { }{ 1, 2, , 22}iXU i = � .  
Second, set is S = (U, A, D, V, F) the decision attribute. Define Y about X A∈  support subset is 
( | )
| | | ,( ) ( )
U X
X W U Y W U Y V U X V WS Y W V
−
∈ ∈ ∈ ⊆= ∪ = ∪ ∪ , ( ) | ( ) | / | |X Xsig Y S Y U=  called Y about X 
support. So, decision attribute d about condition attribute importance degree C can be described 
as ( ) | ( ) | / | |A Asig d S d U= .  
Third, supposes the condition c attributes set j includes 1, 2, ja a a� , a condition attributes, each 
condition attribute ja  has a equivalence class il , 1 2{ , , }ij i i ila c c c= �  each class ijc  has 
i
jk objects 11,2, , , , 1,2, ,
il i
i jj
j l k n i m== = =∑… … .  Decision attribute D conclude q equivalence 
classes 1 2{ , , }qD D D D= � , each equivalence class has p objects tp . 1
q
ii
p n= =∑   
Four, define equivalent of approximate degrees for:  
| |
, 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, , ; 1, 2,
| |
i ij ij
ijt
ij
C D
i m j l t q
Dλ
∩= = = =� � �   
.  called the two equivalent of the equivalence between the approximate degrees, 
i
jtλ ≤ 1.  
Definition max{ }iij jtw λ=  , namely for the object in a certain attribute of local weights. 
 
Five, the definition 
| |
, 1, 2, ; 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, .
| |
i t ij
itj
ij
D C
i m j l t q
Cλ
∩= = = =� � � , decision attributes first t a 
equivalence class with each condition attribute the equivalence between the approximate equivalence class 
accuracy. Take
| |
max{ }
| |
i t ij
tj
ij
D C
Cλ
∩=  (d for decision attribute i=1,2,…m;j=1,2,… , il ) as decision 
attribute article t a equivalence class relative to the condition attributes the biggest equivalent 
approximation, notes for objects in the local decision attribute weights idw .  
Six, based on rough set theory in the chart 3 secondary indexes model of the new condition attribute, 
decision attribute is still carbon emissions. Then these three secondary indexes in turn marked serial 
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number a1, a2, a3 (a1 residential a2 traffic a3 life habit). Then mark the three secondary indexes according 
to the importance of decision attribute D, as  
{ }( 1, 2,3)iCU i = , 3
1
( )
( )
i
i
C
CD i
C C
i
U
a
U sig d
δ
=
=
+∑ ( I = 1, 2, 3) 
for (through the attribute weights normalized after three condition attribute about the importance of 
decision attribute, notes  
'
3
1
( )( )
( )
i
C
C
C C
i
sig dsig d
U sig d
=
=
+∑  
for after the attribute weights normalized after decision attribute about condition attribute sets the 
importance degree C. 
j) Family carbon energy consumptionm 
 
House a1 
Number of family members (person)                           x1  
whether to use the heating heating                               x2  
Residential a1 living area (square meters)                   x3  
Monthly electricity degree (degrees x4 / month)        x4 
Monthly using natural gas (m3 / month)                     x5  
Monthly amount of water (tons/month)                      x6 
 
Transport a2 
plane（kilometers/year）                                           x7 
train（kilometers/year）                                            x8   
bus（kilometers/year）                                              x9      
subway（station/day）                                               x10 
car（kilometers/day）                                                x11 
lift（layer/day）                                                         x12 
 
Habits a3 
plastic bags（week）                                                 x13 
chopsticks（week）                                                   x14 
new clothes（half yewar）                                        x15           
average rice(day)                                                         x16              
computer time（hour/day）                                       x18       
Emails （day）                                                           x19                  
Seach tools（day）                                                     x20                              
Book or magazine（month）                                     x21              
Copy-papper（month）                                              x22 
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Seven, for every family,the finally total score of a family is cacluate by 
'
1, , ; 1, ,
* ( ) ( ) * ( 1,2, , ; 1,2, , )i ij CD i C id
i n j m
w w a sig d w i n j mδ
= =
= + = =∑
… …
… …  the higher scoresone get, then 
explaining the family in low carbon life better. 
5. Empirical analysis 
Preprocess to the collected data, for example set the condition of family members 1 to 2 artificial 1 to 4 
human 2,5 above 3, whether winter is using heating equipment, yes is 1 the opposite is 0. By analogy, 
classify these data and put them where they belongs to , get pretreatment decision table. Use of 
pretreatment Rosetta software from the table to deal with the results like equivalence class acquisition, 
upper approximation set of acquisition, decision rules acquired. 
From the decision rule table, we can get numerous decision-making rules, which can be realized for 
decision attribute of condition attributes plays an important role, such as the dosage of the water, the use of 
natural gas, the dosage of disposable chopsticks, thus through the main reduce dosage to emission 
reduction measures, for macro decision it plays the role of guidance and advice, other can do the same 
analysis. 
6. Model analysis 
In the modern society to assess a family’s carbon emissions just be simply evaluated in a cycle of 
carbon emissions. Although this kind of method is simple applicable, but error can be greatly, and the most 
important it is ignored the differences between the families, life activities in the family status size and the 
relation between each activity for the influence of carbon emissions, besides also for different family it is 
difficult to achieve the purpose of comparative and Suggestions.  
This article by establishing model reset an index to determine the size of a family in carbon emissions 
and the important factors that affect townify, also in consideration of all factors in different position and 
contribution which obtain the final measuring indicators. Eventually, using Rosetta concluded that for 
every family the important activities affect carbon emissions, and puts forward the guidance. This model 
both benefit for the families of the comparison between carbon emissions and family internal of carbon 
emissions in measuring and suggestion on the comparison, as well as guidance, this model in the way and 
the precision has significantly improved. 
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